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Reviewer’s report:

Cole et al. utilized Ontology Web Language to identify CKD patients and compared this method with traditional laboratory values (eGFR and proteinuria) for identification. 1.6% of patients without laboratory findings were identified to have a clinical code consistent with CKD. I believe that this topic is novel to nephrology and of general interest given the increasing number of researchers interested in utilizing EHR as data. I did identify several areas that needed clarification.

Minor:

* Page 4 Line 101: "In the main" would suggest change to "In general", or "for the most part", or "a majority of studies"

* Page 4: I would be careful with eGFR and GFR, as they aren't necessary interchangeable.

* Page 4 Line 105-107: eGFR from a kidney transplant would be accurate.

* Page 6: consider also including proteinuria definition in mg/g for US audience.

* Page 8 line 212, the percentage should be next to 48,681 not 78,153.

* Page 8 line 214, the percentage should be after the 51,526.

* The submission states that the manuscript included corrections as advised. I wasn't provided with the original version or a document with tracked changes. Not sure if it is essential.

Major:

* Can the researchers clarify if ICD codes were also available for the associated visits? If so, how did this compare to the Read method?

* Page 8, Line 206: unclear where the percentages for the CKD stages with proteinuria are calculated from?
* Question regarding the utility of identifying CKD stage 1/2 given the low likelihood of progression. What were the common Read codes that actually identified CKD stage ½?

* I would also note that that there is no way that the creat based method could identif CKD stage 1/2 as by definition the eGFR is >60.

* For the proteinuria method, I would be interested in knowing what percentage of people actually had proteinuria checked, and what proportion of those patients had proteinuria.

* Comment on the ability to manually review a random subset of charts? If this is possible I suggest performing to give an idea of the presence of terms in the 26% of individuals with CKD read code without lab evidence.

* It is unfortunately that the researchers developed an ontological method of identifying CKD, however the method will not be useable for future research as NHS is being transitioned to SNOMED CT.

* I would include that only 25% of the notes are in Read as a limitation. Could this also partly be the reason that their prevalence of CKD is lower than the Health Survey for England.

* The researchers highlight the ability to identify ESRD receiving RRT and transplant patients using their method. In the U.S. we can link most databases to the USRDs which significantly lowers the utility of identifying ESRD on RRT using Read codes. I am not clear if there is an equivalent in other countries.
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